LBCC Newsletter – June 2017

Follow us on Twitter

Kayak Pro for rent
Please speak to Reggie if you would
like to borrow a telescopic ergo
machine for a month for a small fee
which goes towards maintaining the
machines.
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Race Reports
The CHAR Wye River Challenge
Over the bank holiday weekend Paul and Nigel took part in the CHAR Wye River Challenge, a 70 mile
raft race from Bredwardine to Huntsham in Herefordshire. The race takes in some beautiful scenery,
not that the competitors have much chance to enjoy it!
The boys trained over winter for the DW with the Wonder
Y rafting team in Tring and took part in their first raft race
in Milton Keynes, with the two Wonder Y rafts finishing in
first and second place so expectations were high for
finishing top of the pile in this race.
The Wye Challenge is open to all rafts from 4 man to 10
man and the rules are quite tight on how they’re
constructed, the most important part being that the raft
flotation must be of containers or barrels in everyday use,
one team even raced using Ambrosia custard barrels. The race is held as a time trial with the fastest
boat from the previous day off last, on the first day last year’s race dictates the starting order so
Wonder Y were off last, as the previous winners.
Nigel & Paul’s was the only 10 man raft in a field of 13. This would usually be an advantage but the
low river level meant that the heaviest and most cumbersome boat was the most likely to be
grounded in shallows and was also the hardest to steer and so it proved, after the first day’s racing
the team were in third place almost five minutes behind the leaders.
The second day saw less of the problematic shallow water and the leader’s deficit was reduced to
just shy of two minutes, still a lot to overhaul on the last and shortest day. The team went out and
attacked from the start and soon overtook the fourth placed raft. Split times called from the bank
encouraged paddlers on and with half an hour gone they’d opened up a 25 second gap on the
leaders. By now the team had really begun to gel and the raft was moving well. The team overtook
every other raft and then had a nervous wait at the finish for their rivals to arrive, as the clock ticked
confidence grew that they’d done enough to take the win. The final result was a victory by 2
minutes 2 seconds for Wonder Y.

Next year will be the 40th and last running of the event, anyone fancy putting an LBCC team in?
- Paul Stenning
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Wild Water Racing

Switzerland was hot and sunny but cold water and Lydia got a good lot of training
in on the Muota Classic race on Saturday. She did fairly well but an eddy out at
the bottom of the sprint section cost time and placed. Saturday into Sunday we
had masses of rain with the river going from 30 cumecs to 70 and over the stop racing limit.
The racing started though and everyone had to cope with a river massively different to what
they had trained on. Large rocks disappeared and stoppers grew lairy. The whole line and
reference points changed. Lydia did a fairly good first run but capsized on her second but all
was recovered safely. Many other top athletes had a similar experience. Best Brits were
Nicky Cresser in the classic in 7th and the finalists in sprints Mike Rees Clark K1, Ryan Hunt
C1, Rachel Houston C1W. Now we are in Augsburg, Germany on what was the ‘72
Olympics course. It’s great! Race again Saturday then classic on Sunday.
Piestany International Regatta

Charlie Smith headed off to the Piestany Regatta from May 26th-28th.
In the 1000m semi final, a time of 3:35 placed him in 4th, narrowly missing out on the final by
less than 1 second. Similarly in the K2 1000m partnered with Mikolaj Marciniak they
achieved 3:26 in the semi final but missed out on progression to the final.
Later in the 500m, he was 3rd in the semi final with a time of 1:41. See final results below:
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Charlie had better clear his diary now as he has since been selected for the ECA
European Junior Championships in Belgrade, Serbia 22nd – 25th June. He will be
competing in the 1000m K1 race. With just a few days home to recover, he will then be
jetting off to the European Championships in Portugal from 29th June – 2nd July.

Marathon World Cup Hazewinkel
Sam Plummer and Robert Poole were selected to represent GB at the ICF
Marathon World Cup in Hazewinkel in Belgium. As always it’s nice to see so
much encouragement for our international racers on the Facebook group, and to
get an insight into others paddling journeys. Steve Tingay noting that he loves Hazewinkel,
and Mike Martin advising to check their pumps. Checking your equipment for every race,
and even every training session is vital to ensure you can give it all you’ve got!

Unfortunately I’ve found it pretty impossible to find any website with the results and times on!
Check out Ollie Hardings photos of the action!
https://www.flickr.com/photos/paddling/albums/72157684689333025/page4

To all our international paddlers this month! These athletes
have sacrificed a lot to be where they are and it is a huge
achievement. We are all aware of the lack of funding in
canoeing but it is a real shame that the GB Wild Water team
had to self-fund their trip and sort out travel themselves. A
discipline which is arguably far more exciting to watch than
flat water racing…
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Behind the scenes
Recruitment
The beginners courses have been very well attended with courses being run during
the week, and coaches from Milton Keynes being invited over to do extra ones at
weekends.
At the end of course, paddlers are invited to join a club session the following
Saturday to see if they want to join, so as we go through the summer months you will
hopefully see a lot more new faces around, and have some more competition in the
coming years!

Signs

Unless you’ve been walking around with your eyes
shut, you will have noticed new signage! Have you
spotted all three!?
Many thanks to Paul Stenning for the time spent on
designing and creating these for us. The sign on the
carpark fence is reflective too!

Fantastic effort to
everyone involved with
making our club look the
business!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The boat shed is tidy
The floor is clean
The seats are all on hooks by the K2’s
There are nails on a board for the rags to be hung on
There are shelves for the sprays and buckets etc.
There are posts in the ground to hold the gates open
The selves in the club room have finally been painted
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Many thanks to Nigel Dixon for taking two boats to
Nottingham for repairs while in training for the DW!
Many thanks also go to Steve Oxtoby for bringing
them back during a detour from Leicester.

Club Holiday

The first 5
units have
secured
pitches.
There are
more
pitches
available if
you would
like to join
us

Start thinking about the events you will enter. Click the photo for details:
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Coming up…
1st & 2nd July – Notts
9th July – Bishops Stortford
16th July – London Sprints

Useful contacts:
Chairman – Derek Campbell
Membership – Amy Tingay
Welfare – Jaquie Dixon
Treasurer – John Hoile
Race Bills – Beth Goodlad
Paddler Rep – Bryan Handsley
Beginners – Chris Jones and Fiona Barber

chairman@lbcc.org.uk
membership@lbcc.org.uk
welfare@lbcc.org.uk
treasurer@lbcc.org.uk
racebills@lbcc.org.uk
paddlerrep@lbcc.org.uk
comeandtry@lbcc.org.uk

If you would like to email a coach and don’t have their personal email address, you
can contact them through this:
coach[Name]@lbcc.org.uk
eg. coachlaura@lbcc.org.uk
If you have trouble with any of these email addresses, or don’t get a response,
PLEASE LET US KNOW. We can’t fix something if we don’t know it is broken….
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